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One house, two mice, three cookies . . . and the adventure begins. In gorgeously illustrated spreads and two-
word phrases, this picture book takes two mice through their exciting and eventful day. Funny, lively, and
easy to follow, the book offers the youngest readers the chance to count from one to three and back again. 
 
Sergio Ruzzier's illustrations display his signature quirky, colorful, and slightly surreal view of characters
and settings, and the text is a minimalist gem. It's a perfect book to share one-on-one with a young child and
a lovely lead-up to bedtime.
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From reader reviews:

Jamie Arellano:

Now a day people who Living in the era where everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources within it can be true or not demand people to be aware of each data they get. How people have to
be smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the answer is reading a book. Reading through a
book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Two Mice book as this book offers
you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there is no doubt
in it you may already know.

Maria Davis:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the water world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you might have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try factor that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Two Mice, it is possible to enjoy
both. It is great combination right, you still wish to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh can happen its
mind hangout folks. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Marlys Wieland:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you actually, why because this Two Mice reserve written by well-
known writer who knows well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who have read the book.
Written in good manner for you, dripping every ideas and creating skill only for eliminate your current
hunger then you still hesitation Two Mice as good book not simply by the cover but also through the content.
This is one guide that can break don't judge book by its deal with, so do you still needing an additional sixth
sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already alerted you so why you have to
listening to another sixth sense.

Jason Nimmons:

Are you kind of active person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind skill or
thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book than can satisfy your short
space of time to read it because this all time you only find guide that need more time to be read. Two Mice
can be your answer given it can be read by a person who have those short extra time problems.
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